RIBTYPE® RIBBED RUBBER TYPE

BECAUSE THE LEGEND MUST CHANGE
Whether you’re coding cartons with ice cream flavors or stamping production information on precision aircraft parts, there’s RIBtype® interchangeable ribbed rubber type. This versatile product with
it’s unique “ribbed back” solves dozens of marking problems. Ribtype, in one of it’s many forms, can
be snapped into a stamp holder, roller coder or marking machine in seconds, making changes of
part numbers, dates or other information quick and easy.
RIBtype is available in many sizes and type styles. From stock boxed sets to mutiline logotypes
you’ll find a form of RIBtype to meet your needs. RIBtype is compatible with Base-Lock rubber type
as well as most other brands. It is precision made to exact tolerances in thickness and always
aligns perfectly.
Next time your legend must change, choose RIBtype.
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RIBTYPE® BOXED TYPE SETS

LETTER & FIGURE SETS

FIGURE SETS

Ribtype letter or “T” sets include an assortment of
individual alphabet characters (A thru Z) plus several of
each figure (0 thru 9). There are extra letters like A’s
and E’s and fewer of X’s and Z’s in each set. Ribtype
letter sets are the most economical choice for general
marking when a wide variety of information changes
frequently.
Simply snap the individual characters into a holder (see
below) and you’re ready to mark. We stock Ribtype
letter sets in 17 sizes from 1/16” (1.6mm) to nearly 1”
(24mm) high.

If your marking requirement calls for figures only why
pay for letters you don’t need and throw away? Ribtype
Figure or “F” Sets are very popular. Each set includes 4
of each number 0 thru 9, plus dashes, slashes and
currency symbols. We stock figure sets in 17 different
sizes and styles from 1/16” (1.6mm) through 15/16”
(24mm)
.

RIBTYPE® HOLDERS
With any Ribtype product you’ll need a matching holder. Ribbed base sheet or “cushion” is attached to and available on a wide number of products.

RIBTYPE HAND HOLDERS
Ribtype Holders for hand
stamping are stocked in
many sizes to match the
many sizes of Ribtype.
Custom size holders can be
made in any size you specify.
Rocker type holders are
recommended for large print
areas. The curved surface
makes stamping of large impressions easier than flat
stamps.
Self-Inkers speed the stamping process. Ribtype base
cushion can be applied to many office-type self-inkers.
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ROLLER CODERS & HAND PRINTERS
Carton coding with a Ribtype Coder
or hand printer is one of our most
popular applications. We stock the
Universal Hand Printer (shown) as
well as Lincoln’s Hand Held Carton
Marker.
Lincoln’s Ribtype Roller Coders are
available in 6 sizes. Please give us
a call for more information.

POPULAR RIBTYPE® OPTIONS

RIBTYPE SORTS

MULTI-LINE MATS

Individual Ribtype characters, known as
“sorts” are the same as those found in our
boxed sets. If you only use A’s, B’s and C’s,
for example, ordering sorts is your most
economical option. Just specify the style and the
characters you need - we’ll do the rest.

Similar to regular logos, Ribtype
Multiline “Mats” are just what the name
says - multiple lines of copy molded in
one piece. A trademark logo or unique
typestyle design is considered a Ribtype
Mat as well. Mats can include cut-outs
or windows so changes can be made
easily. A mat is a good solution for hand stamping
where only a character or two changes in a multiple line
stamp.

RIBTYPE LOGOS
A logotype or “logo” is two or more characters molded into a single piece. Logos
save time and give superior impressions
over single sorts, especially in carton
coding applications. Logos are your most
economical Ribtype solution when legends like flavors,
sizes or date codes change frequently. Available in any
style or size.

RIB DIRECTION
Ribtype is normally furnished with the ribs
running in a horizontal (left-right) orientation to the characters. Vertical ribs or
“reverse tie knots” which run top to
bottom on the characters can be furnished. Vertical
ribbed type is used in certain packaging or filling applications, especially in production of snack foods.

MIRROR IMAGE
Reverse-reading “mirror image” Ribtype characters are
used in offset printing machines such as the Jan Tech
to print on round objects where direct transfer of the
image is not possible due to the object’s shape. Mirror
image sorts and logos are custom made.

RUBBER CHOICES
Most Ribtype products are produced using natural
rubber in a distinctive red color. Natural rubber is best
for general purpose stamping using most common
stamp pad inks.
Ribtype can be made with Buna (black) rubber that
holds up better when used with oil-based ink which
causes natural rubber to swell. Silicon rubber is best
for hot-stamping and other printing applications involving high temperatures.
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SIZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE IN RIBTYPE®
We stock all styles shown
(except those highlighted in
grey) in boxed letter sets and
boxed figure sets.
Those styles highlighted in
grey, plus many others not
shown, ship from the factory
in one week or less.
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